NeuroNet Learning

Certification Workshop

Date:  March 14, 15, 16, 2024

Time:  March 14, 15:  8:15 am to 4:30 pm
       March 16:  8:15 am to 12:30 pm

Cost:  $449 by January 31, 2024
       $499 on or after February 1, 2024

Location:  Lancaster, PA
           (Closest airports:  Harrisburg, PA (MDT), Philadelphia, PA (PHL), and Baltimore (BWI)).

Workshop Contents:

Day 1: Neuroscience of NeuroNet: review of key concepts

Tools for Learning:  Learning Enrichment software
- Step Up to Learn software:  Program PK, 0, 1 and 2
- Step Up to Learn:  how to:  daily practice, weekly data, workbook pages
- Motivation:  routines, puzzle badges, skip days
- Key movement exercises:  how and why
- Modifications:  the “challenge zone”:  how to make it easier or harder

Day 2: Research: embedded learning, from pieces to patterns:
       Research:  self-evaluation and motivation
       Research:  dyslexia

Tools for Learning:  3 sequential tools for auditory processing and reading decoding
a. Rhyme Family decoding:  1-to-1 learning
b. Letter Family decoding:  embedded decoding
c. LRRL:  listen, repeat, read, listen
d. Syllable Spelling
e. Calendar Work:  formulation of language; representational drawing

Day 3: Research: balancing reading decoding and reading comprehension

Tools for Learning
a. walk and talk reading
b. Calendar Work:  language of time and causality
c. NeuroNet extras:  independent play shelf; I think I can; who will be next?; breathe and blow

This workshop will include a 1-year license for access to all of the Step Up to Learn Classroom Enrichment software programs.

Other information:
Lunch will be available for purchase from a lunch menu at the venue.